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Question Question Question
It wasn’t until the 1960s that many Americans 
began to think about the negative effects of 
pollution on the environment. Until that time, very 
little attention was paid to protecting the Earth’s 
natural resources. Factories dumped harmful 
chemicals into the air, land, and water. Farmers 
used pesticides on their crops. People bought and 
drove bigger and bigger gas-guzzling cars. In 1969, 
a Senator from Wisconsin named Gaylord Nelson 
had an idea to raise awareness about these 
environmental issues. After witnessing many 
Americans protest against the Vietnam War, 
Senator Nelson thought, What if people had 
protests to help the environment? He invited a 
young activist named Dennis Hayes to help him 
organize these protests around the country. On 
April 22nd, 1969, thousands of Americans attended 
events around the country to fight for a cleaner 
and safer environment. Since then, Earth Day 
celebrations have continued to grow, and now over 
141 countries celebrate Earth Day, making it the 
largest non-religious holiday in the world.

According to the passage, what inspired 
Senator Nelson’s Earth Day idea?

A. Protests against the Vietnam War
B. Earth Day celebrations that were already 

occurring in other countries
C. The use of more gas-guzzling cars
D. The attendance of Americans at other 

environmental events

In 1969, a Senator named Gaylord Nelson had the 
brilliant idea to teach people about keeping the Earth 
healthy. This idea eventually became the holiday we 
celebrate on April 22nd each year: Earth Day.  
Senator Nelson saw that the world was becoming 
more and more polluted everyday. The more that 
people relied on machines and electricity, the more 
that they harmed the environment, often without 
realizing it or thinking about it. By educating people 
about the negative impacts of air and water 
pollution, Senator Nelson hoped to inspire people to 
take action to protect the environment. In fact, only a 
few years after the first Earth Day, many people 
agreed that protecting the environment was an 
important goal. This led to the passage of new 
environmental laws in the 1970s including the Clear 
Air Act, the Water Quality Improvement Act, the 
Endangered Species Act, and the Toxic Substances 
Control Act. On top of that, the U.S. government 
formed the Environmental Protection Agency, whose 
job it was to protect the natural environment.

According to the passage, what was the result 
of people using more machines and electricity?

A. Most people spent time studying the impacts 
of machines on the environment.

B. The environment suffered some unexpected 
negative consequences.

C. People were less aware of the problems they 
were causing to the environment.

D. People were inspired to learn how to protect 
the environment for future generations.

Earth Day is a celebration of the Earth and how 
fragile it is. You can help your friends and family 
celebrate Earth Day with these great ideas. 
Volunteer to help clean up a local park or beach on 
Earth Day. Not only will you be saving plants and 
animals from dangerous litter, but you will be 
making great memories with friends as well. Have a 
recycling party where everyone brings over 
cleaned plastic and glass bottles or jars and 
newspapers or magazines. Use fun crafty ideas to 
re-use the materials, like making racing boats out 
of soda bottles or piñatas out of old newspapers. 
If you live in a state where it pays to recycle, 
gather up as many recyclables as you can with 
friends and turn them in to a local recycling center. 
Then, donate that money to a good environmental 
cause! You can also celebrate Earth Day just by 
spending some time outdoors with friends and 
family and enjoying the natural scenery together. 
There are countless ways to celebrate Earth Day 
right in your own backyard!

Which of the following Earth Day ideas is not 
recommended in this passage?

A. Collect items that can be recycled and turn 
them in for money.

B. Go to a local park or beach to pick up litter.
C. Donate your personal money to an 

organization that cares for the environment.
D. Use old items to make a fun craft.
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C. Donate your personal money to an organization 

that cares for the environment.
B. The environment suffered some unexpected 

negative consequences.
A. Protests against the Vietnam War
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Question Question Question
It was so hot outside that Cora had to drink two 
glasses of lemonade! 
“How will we clean up the neighborhood if it’s this hot 
outside?” asked Cora, looking out at her front lawn. 
Even the grass seemed to be hiding from the sun by 
dropping over low. 
Cora’s best friend, Leah, laughed. “Cora, we are going 
later today, when the sun cools down, remember? It’s 
very important that we clean up the neighborhood.” 
“Hmmm,” mumbled Cora. “What’s so important about 
that, anyway?” 
“Well, look at this!” said Leah, walking outside. She 
went to the sidewalk and picked up an old plastic 
bottle with sharp edges. “Remember those baby birds 
you saw the other day on Wilson Lane?” 
“Yeah,” said Cora. 
“See this bottle? If they try to eat the plastic or 
play with this, they could get hurt. You’re not just 
cleaning the neighborhood, you’re protecting those 
baby birds!” 
“You’re right!” said Cora. “Now I can’t wait for the 
sun to start setting!” 

How does Leah convince Cora that cleaning the 

neighborhood is an important things to do?

A. She tells Cora that they will wait for the sun to 
cool down.

B. She explains that people could trip on the litter 
that is left on the sidewalks.

C. She shows Cora a piece of litter that could 
hurt young animals.

D. She warns Cora that little children could get 
hurt if they pick up and play with the litter.

Samantha and Chloe were watching TV when their 
mom came into the room with a box. “Girls, I have a 
surprise for you!” she said. 
“What! What is it?” they asked, bouncing up and down 
with excitement. “Is it in that box?” 
“Just open it and see,” she said with a sly smile. 
The girls opened the box – it was empty! 
“The surprise isn’t in the box. You girls have a special 
mission: find a surprising Earth Day fact that you didn’t 
know before and put a token of what you learned in 
the box. If you bring it to me by sunset tomorrow, you 
will get a surprise!” 
“Ahhh, that’s tricky!” said Samantha. 
Samantha and Chloe wanted to be scientists when they 
grew up, and they already knew many facts about the 
earth. It would be tricky to find something new! They 
went to the library, read lots of books, and then 
searched the internet. Finally, they found something, 
and they drew a picture of a landfill piling up high. 
“Good job!” said their mom. “Now I have a surprise –
you both get your very own trees!” Samantha and 
Chloe couldn’t wait to plant their very own trees.

Which of the following could be the fact that the 
girls learned about the earth?

A. To produce each Sunday’s newspapers, 
500,000 trees have to be cut down.

B. There is a limited supply of water cycling 
around the Earth.

C. The mountains on Earth continue to grow as 
tectonic plates push against each other.

D. The average American throws away more 
than 1,500 pounds of trash each year.

Arts and crafts were not easy for Steven to make. 
He was good at playing the clarinet and soccer, but 
making art projects was not one of his strengths. At 
first, when his teacher gave his class an assignment 
to make a special craft out of recycled materials for 
Earth Day, Steven felt disappointed. He didn’t know 
what he would make! 
“Why don’t you make something from recycled items 
that is fun for you?” said Steven’s dad.
This gave Steven an idea. He had seen a show on 
television where poor children played with soccer 
balls made out of plastic bags. Since he didn’t have 
extra plastic bags, Steven collected his old t-shirts 
that he no longer wore from his drawer and cut the 
shirts into strips. Then, the tied the strips into knots 
and wrapped them around each other. Soon, he had a 
soccer ball made out of old shirts.
When he brought it to class the next day, everyone 
voted it their favorite recycling craft. Their art 
teacher even let the class play soccer with Steven’s 
recycled soccer ball during recess. Recycling was fun, 
after all! 

What inspired Steven’s recycling craft?

A. He had seen a soccer ball made out of used 
plastic bags on television.

B. His dad told him to make something that had to 
do with soccer since he loved it so much.

C. When Steven knotted his old t-shirts together, 
the knots reminded him of a ball.

D. His own soccer ball had recently gotten a hole in 
it and could no longer be used, so he thought of 
making a new ball.
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A. He had seen a soccer ball made out of used 

plastic bags on television.
D. The average American throws away more than 

1,500 pounds of trash each year.
C. She shows Cora a piece of litter that could hurt 

young animals.


